Protein-water interactions in MD simulations: POPS/POPSCOMP solvent accessibility analysis, solvation forces and hydration sites.
The effects of solvation on molecular recognition are investigated from different perspectives, ranging from methods to analyse explicit solvent dynamical behaviour at the protein surface to methods for the implicit treatment of solvent effects associated with the conformational behaviour of biomolecules. The here presented implicit solvation method is based on an analytical approximation of the Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) of solute molecules, which is computationally efficient and easy to parametrise. The parametrised SASA solvation method is discussed in the light of protein design and ligand binding studies. The POPS program for the SASA computation on single molecules and complex interfaces is described in detail. Explicit solvent behaviour is described here in the form of solvent density maps at the protein surface. We highlight the usefulness of that approach in defining the organisation of specific water molecules at functional sites and in determining hydrophobicity scores for the identification of potential interaction patches.